## 2019-2020 FHS Supply List

### ENGLISH

*** Pens, Pencils, Highlighter, 1” to 2” Binder ***

All Teachers will share additional materials preferences on the 1st Day of School

### FOREIGN LANGUAGE

*** 1 Box of Pencils, 1 Box of Pens, 1 Box of Colored Pencils ***

All Teachers will share additional materials preferences on the 1st Day of School

### SCIENCE

*** All Physical Science, Chemistry and Physics students will need to have their own calculator ***

Physical Science & CP Chem – TI30X IIS
Honors Chem & Physics – Graphing Calculator, TI84 Plus

All Teachers will share additional materials preferences on 1st Day of School

### HISTORY

*** Binder, Paper, Dividers, Writing Utensils ***

Parents/Guardians are encouraged to talk to children about current events, review basic geography: continents, oceans, major countries, cities, and land forms, and discuss the basic structure of American Government

All Teachers will share additional materials preferences on the 1st Day of School

### MATH

**Freshmen Finance** - Folder

**Algebra 1 CP and Algebra 1 H** – 2 Notebooks, each 180-200 pages, 1 Scientific Calculator Model TI30X IIS

**Algebra 2 CP and Algebra 2 H** – 2” 3 ring binder with filler paper (and/or notebook), 1 Scientific Calculator Model TI30X IIS, #2 Pencils, Erasers, Pens, School Issued Chromebook

**Pre-Calculus Honors** – 2 Notebooks each 180-200 pages, 1 Scientific Calculator Model TI30X IIS (Graphing Calculators, Model TI84PLUS, will be provided in class, students can purchase their own later in the year)

**Geometry CP** – At least 1” Binder, 1 Subject Notebook, TI30X IIS

**Geometry Honors** – 1.5” or 2” Binder for Geometry only, Basic Geometry Kit (Ruler, Compass, Protector), 1 Scientific Calculator Model TI30X IIS

**Stats CP/Stats Honors** – Students may choose to purchase a 1.5” or 2” Binder for Stats only or a 1 Subject Notebook for Stats only, Optional TI84 Plus Graphing Calculator (Classroom Set Available)

**AP Stats** – 2” or 2.5” Binder with Folder, TI-84 Plus Graphing Calculator

**Trigonometry CP** – 2” Binder with filler paper, 1 Scientific Calculator Model TI30X IIS

**Financial Literacy** – Binder with filler paper or notebook with folder (Bring School Issued Chromebook to class everyday)

All Teachers will share additional materials preferences on 1st Day of School